
WRITING A RESIGNATION LETTER TO BAD EMPLOYEE JOKES

Yet some employees were pushed to the point of no return when it came to This email initially seemed like a regular
sample resignation letter, until it He decided to leave this hand-written note on the storefront; the joke is.

World Of Work-Craft It appears that the ex-employee in question was veering more towards the latter. After
drawing a dinosaur, this employee decided it was time for a career change. A resignation letter is a perfect
opportunity to express yourself in this kind of way. The Quitting Game This computer programmer went to
the effort of creating his own version of Super Mario and turned it into a resignation letter. Yet some
employees were pushed to the point of no return when it came to their position and created these hilarious
resignation letters. The Taste Of Resignation Some people are just moving on, despite having the time of their
life at their current job. In fact, all it took was a quick trip to the bathroom, a couple of paper towels, and a
magic marker. Following is a supposed letter of resignation from an employee at a computer company, to her
boss, who apparently resigned very soon afterwards! According to Elizabeth Young, she said everything that
needed to be said in her letter of resignation when she actually drew a picture of a dropped mic. Way to go
guys! Slightly better than ghosting? Jurassic Work Sometimes these resignation letters are pretty hilarious.
They are often free to download. Pinterest 5. Customers soon found out how much this oven costs and what he
thought of his boss. Did it, Ted? Vicious Cycle Sometimes you have to justify your actions, which is exactly
what this employee did when she decided to quit her job. In short, the movie is about a group of friends who
all hate their bosses and make a pact to kill them to make their lives easier. Channel 42  This contractor
decided it was time to move on and sent what looks like a standard resignation email to his boss. So, I'm
flushing you out of my life It must have helped the rest of her colleagues combat the Monday blues! Rather
than simply telling her boss that she is resigning, she reviews the reasons why she wants to quit. It reads, "?!
When you are working  Resounding Resignation Sometimes, it only takes a few words to hit your message
home. Box Office Bomb Resignation letters can come in many shapes and sizes. Kudos to the mastermind
behind it. You may also like. This outgoing store associate finally got around to writing his letter of
resignation and was inspired to write the most eloquent message of his life. Twitter Quitter So why not write
your two weeks notice on Twitter, like this guy?


